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Abstract—Online-learning literature has focused on designing
algorithms that ensure sub-linear growth of the cumulative long-
term constraint violations. The drawback of this guarantee is
that strictly feasible actions may cancel out constraint violations
on other time slots. For this reason, we introduce a new per-
formance measure called h-CFit, whose particular instance is the
cumulative positive part of the constraint violations. We propose a
class of non-causal algorithms for online-decision making, which
guarantees, in slowly changing environments, sub-linear growth
of this quantity despite noisy first-order feedback. Furthermore,
we demonstrate by numerical experiments the performance gain
of our method relative to state of art.
Index Terms—Fog Computing, Internet-of-Things, Online
Learning
I. INTRODUCTION
The online learning [1] is an emerging paradigm aiming
to solve the problem of sequential decision making in an
unknown and possibly adversarial environment: Consider a
time horizon T P N. At each time slot t P rT s, the decision-
maker chooses an action Xt from a compact convex set, and
simultaneously the environment reveals a convex cost function
ft. This procedure results in the decision-maker suffering the
loss ftpXtq resulting from applying the action Xt.
The online learning method is ideally suited for application
where the underlying problem is subject to unpredictable
dynamic, such as dispatch of renewable energy having in-
termittent and unpredictable nature, or network applications
where the task to accomplish is subject to unpredictable hu-
man participation, or applications requiring flexibility in han-
dling heterogenity and scalability. Furthermore, applications
requiring real-time decision leverage from an online learning
method since the given algorithm is usually lightweight. For
those reasons, online learning has become in the recent years
a popular method to solve several resource allocation and
management problems in several engineering fields such as
economic dispatch in power systems [2], [3], data center
scheduling [4]–[6], electric vehicle charging [7], [8], video
streaming [9], thermal control [10], and fog computing in IoT
[11]–[13].
Classical OL deal with problems with time-invariants con-
straints that has to be strictly satisfied. Therefore, a projec-
tion operator is typically applied to the update. However,
in practical applications (see e.g. [6], [11]–[13]) one usually
encounter additional time-variant constraints. Moreover, the
need for decentralization of the learner action in applications
can not be satisfied by simply using a centralized projection
operator. For those reasons, several works [6], [11], [14]–
[16] propose projected primal-dual methods which ensure sub-
linear growth of the regret, i.e., the cumulative distance of
the generated action to the optimal ones, and the long-term
fulfillment of the constraints in the sense that the sum of the
constraint violations grow sub-linearly. A problem relates to
this long-term guarantee is that it holds, despite substantial
instantaneous constraint violations, as long as the methods
generate strictly feasible actions canceling the latter.
Our Contribution: In this work, we introduce a new
long-term constraint preservation performance measure called
h-CFit. The feature of this performance measure is that h-CFit
avoids cancellation effects between the summands, which
might occur in the simple cumulative constraint violation
measure. We design a non-causal saddle-point method based
on mirror descent aiming to ensure dynamic regret optimiza-
tion and sub-linear growth of h-CFit. In particular, we can
guarantee dynamic regret bound of order OpVTT 1{2q, where
VT measures the variation of the optimizers of the underlying
time-varying problem, and h-CFit-bound of order OpT 3{4q.
We show by numerical experiments the performance gain of
our method relative to state of the art and the advantage of
using a mirror map other than Euclidean projection.
Relation to Prior Works: In the absence of long-term
constraints, [1] showed that the standard method of online
mirror descent achieves Op?T q regret bound (see also [19]),
which is known to be optimal [20]. However, their notion of
regret, i.e., static regret, corresponds to the difference of the
losses between the online solution and the overall best static
solution in hindsight, which is weaker than ours.
The first work tackling the online problem with long-
term constraints is [14]. This work considers time-invariant
constraint function and proposed an algorithm having Op?T q
regret bound, and OpT 3{4q cumulative constraint violation
bound. As investigated by [17], one can efficiently trade-off
between those bound by allowing the step-size to be variable.
By utilizing Slater’s condition, and allowing the dual update
to depend causally on the primal update, [16] provides an im-
proved Op?T q bound for the cumulative constraint violation.
[15] was able to provide Op?T q bound for tighter long-term
constraint preservation measure
řT
t“1rgpXtqs2`. However, this
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TABLE I
AN OVERVIEW OF RELATED WORKS ON ONLINE CONVEX OPTIMIZATION
References Long-Term Constraint Type Feedback Noise Regret Bound Regret Benchmark Type Constraint Violation Bound
[1] No No OpT 1{2q Static and Dynamic -
[14], [16], [17]
řT
t“1 gpxtq No OpT 1{2q Static OpT 3{4q resp. OpT 1{2q
[18]
řT
t“1 gtpxtq No OpT 1{2q Static OpT 1{2q
[15]
řT
t“1rgpxtqs2` No OpT 1{2q Static OpT 1{2q
This paper
řT
t“1 hpgtpXtqq, Martingale Opp1` σ2 ` VT qT 1{2q Dynamic OpT 3{4q
References Comments
[1] Mirror Map
[14], [17] Mirror Map
[16], [18] Requires Slater condition, Causal dual update, Euclidean projection
[15]
This paper Mirror Map
remarkable guarantee is achieved by allowing the dual update
to utilize causal information about the primal variable.
To the best of our knowledge, the first work considering the
online problem with time-varying constraints is [18]. Based on
[16], they provide a (causal) primal-dual algorithm ensuring
that the static regret is of order Op?T q, and the cumulative
constraint violation of order Op?T q.
Until now, we only discuss works delivering static re-
gret guarantees. The work [6] proposed a projected gradient
descent based algorithm for the online problem with time-
varying constraints aiming to optimize the regret against the
dynamic comparator. Their result relies on the assumption
that two consecutive constraint functions are bounded by
the slack achieved by a fixed primal action uniformly over
all constraint functions. Surely both, the existence of the
slack and the action, and the boundedness of the difference
consecutive constraint functions are difficult to guarantee.
Despite this fact, their dynamic regret bound is worse than
ours (OpVTT 1{2q) since it is lower bounded by OpVTT 1{3q.
The cumulative constraint violations guarantee given [6] is of
order OpT 2{3q, which is better than ours (OpT 3{4q). How-
ever, our performance measure to this respect, i.e., h-CFit,
is stronger than that given in [6]. A clear plus-point of
[6] is the application of the proposed online algorithm to
proactive network allocation. [11] proposed a novel adaptive
algorithm for the online problem with time-varying constraints
with interesting applications to the problem of computational
offloading in IoT. The corresponding method possesses higher
computational complexity than ours since it requires the
covariance of the gradient, root, and inverse operation of a
matrix. Despite of this fact, their dynamic regret guarantee
(OpT 7{8VT ) and long-term constraint preservation guarantee
pOpmax  T 15{16, T 7{8?VT(qq is worse than ours.
Basic Notions and Notations: For a real vector a, ras`
denotes the vector whose entries are the non-negative part of
the entries of a. The canonical projection onto a closed convex
subset A of an Euclidean space RD is denoted by ΠA, i.e.:
ΠApyq :“ arg min
xPA
}y ´ x}2.
For a subspace A of an Euclidean space RD, we denote the
diameter of A by:
DA :“ sup
x,yPA
}x´ y}2
Let pX , } ¨ }q be a normed space and A,B Ď X . We denote
A ´ B :“ tx´ y : x P A, y P Bu, and }A} :“ supxPA }x}.
In this work we assume that a probability space pΩ,Σ,Pq and
a filtration F :“ pFnqnPN0 therein are given.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We begin by stating the online learning problem in the
classical setting:
A. Online Learning with Classical Aggregate constraint goal
At each time t, a learner decides for an option for action Xt
from an apriori known compact convex set X Ă RD, which
we refer to as a feasible set. Subsequently, nature chooses the
loss function f piqt and charges the learner with loss ftpXtq.
As already noticed in prior works, it is advantageous from
a practical point of view to take into account a time-varying
penalty function gt “ pgrt qrPrRs chosen by nature and revealed
to the learner at a time t. This function leads to a time-varying
constraint gtpXtq ď 0. In an online learning setting, one often
assumes additionally that the learner can extract information
about ft and gt via access to the first-order oracle in order
to choose the action for the time step t ` 1. Although this
assumption is sometimes not realistic, investigation respective
to this case is usually a stepping stone for designing methods
in the bandit case, i.e., in the case where the learner has only
access to the immediate objective- and constraint value (see
e.g. Chapter 4 in [19] and [14]).
Given a time horizon T P N. The goal of the learner
is to find a sequence pXtqTt“1 in the feasible set X that
minimizes the loss ftpXtq and simultaneously fulfills the
constraint gtpXtq ď 0. Since the learner cannot look into the
future and therefore has to decide on her next action utilizing
the current information about the loss and penalty function,
the problem stated before is intractable. For this reason, one
may consider a more realistic goal of finding a sequence
that minimizes the time-average loss
řT
t“1 ftpXtq{T , and that
ensures the fulfillment of the constraint on average over timeřT
t“1 gtpXtq{T ď 0.
B. Beyond Aggregate Constraint
One crucial issue about the latter goal concerning the
constraint fulfillment
řT
t“1 gtpXtq{T ď 0 is that it does not
consider the possibility that the summands can cancel each
other out: As long as gtpXtq is negative and small enough for
specific time slots t P rT s, large gtpXtq for another time slots
t P rT s is admissible for the goal řTt“1 gtpXtq{T ď 0. In
order to resolute this issue, we propose a new online learning
goal, that is:
min
pXtqTt“1ĂX
Tÿ
t“1
ftpXtq s.t.
Tÿ
t“1
hpgtpXtqq ď 0 (1)
for a monotonically increasing function h : R Ñ R. In
case that h is also non-negative, this function ensures that
cancellation between summands cannot occur since they are
all non-negative and that the ordering between values of gt
remains preserved.
An example of h is hp¨q “ r¨s`. This choice leads to
the constraint
řT
t“1rgtpxtqs`{T ď 0, that is stronger thanřT
t“1 gtpxtq{T ď 0. Another example of h is hp¨q “ r¨sp` with
p ą 1 leading to the constraint řTt“1rgtpxtqsp`{T ď 0. With
increasing p, r¨sp` penalizes large values of gt with the cost
of loosening the sensitivity of the sum for small, non-negative
values of gt.
C. Noisy First-order Feedback
As discussed in Subsection II-A, the online learning setting
assumes that first-order information about the current loss
function is available at each time slot. However, perfect first-
order feedback is, in general, hard to obtain. Thus, we include
in our model the possibility that the learner has only access to
the noisy first-order oracle. Expressly, we assume that at each
time t and for a given action Xt P X , the learner can query
an estimate of vˆt of the (sub-)gradient ∇ftpXtq satisfying
Er}vˆt}˚s ă 8 and Ervˆt|Fts “ ∇ftpXtq, where Ft is an
element of a filtration F :“ pFtqtPN0 on a probability space
pΩ,Σ,Pq. The canonical and commonly-used filtration in the
literature is the filtration of the history of the considered iter-
ates. Equivalently, we can model the stochastic (sub-)gradient
by
vˆt “ ∇fpXtq ` ξt`1, (2)
where pξtqtPN is a RD-valued F-martingale difference se-
quence, i.e. it is F-adapted, in the sense that ξt is Ft-
measureable for all t P N, and that its members are condi-
tionally mean zero, in the sense that Erξt|Ft´1s “ 0, for all
t P N.
D. Applications
In order to show the practical relevance of the the aspects
discussed above (especially: noisy feedback and other notion
of aggregate constraint), we give in the following some specific
resource allocation examples.
Example 1 (Economic Dispatch): Consider a system with D
producers (e.g. electric generator or data processing center) of
a certain commodity (e.g. electrical power or data processing
unit). At each time slot t P N, the goal of economic dispatch
is to decide for each i P rDs the output Xpiqt of producer
i causing costs cpiqt pXpiqt q such that the total producing costřD
i“1 c
piq
t pxpiqt q remains low, and the extrinsic given demand
dt is balanced. A possible loss function to this regard is:
ft : RD Ñ R, x ÞÑ
Dÿ
i“1
c
piq
t pxpiqq ` ξ
˜
Dÿ
i“1
xpiq ´ dt
¸2
In solving the economic dispatch problem, one has to con-
sider several constraints. For instance, the output of each pro-
ducer i P rDs can not exceed the value xpiqmax P Rě0 specified
e.g. technical restrictions of the producer. Since the violation
of this constraint might not be tolerable, Prior works settle the
feasible set in the online learning problem formulation as the
box-type set X “
!
x P RD : 0 ď xpiq ď xpiqmax, @i P rDs
)
.
This kind of feasible set is popular in applications (see
e.g. [2], [6]). Instead of considering the constraint specified
by technical restrictions of the producers, one may instead
consider the constraint specified by total output production
resulting in the feasible set:
X “
#
x P RDě0 :
Dÿ
i“1
xpiq ď B
+
.
In the application of economic dispatch for electrical power,
above feasible set corresponds to power transmission restric-
tion specified by the wireline capacity.
Another constraint which one may consider is that the
total negative externality (e.g. pollution)
řD
i“1E
iÑj
t pxpiqt q of
a certain kind (e.g. substance) j P rN s should not exceed a
particular value Ejmax (e.g. specified by government regulator).
In the previous sum, EiÑjt denotes a function specifying the
negative externality of a certain kind j P rN s at time slot t
given a specific output of the producer i P rDs. This gives rise
to the penalty function:
gt : RD Ñ RN , x ÞÑ
˜
Dÿ
i“1
EiÑjt pxpiqq ´ Ejmax
¸N
j“1
(3)
In the strict sense, it is absurd to think that inter-time compen-
sation of negative externalities occurs. For instance, pollution
causes damages irrespective of whether in the earlier time
emission constraint is strictly preserved. Rather, the system
manager should ensure that gtpXtq remains at each time step
small. For this reason, the aim of preserving the relaxed
constraint given in (1) seems to be more plausible than the
aim of preserving
řT
t“1 gtpXtq{T ď 0.
In order to see where disturbance of the gradient feedback
might occur, let us assume that the cost cpiqt is quadratic, i.e.:
c
piq
t pxq “ apiqt x2 ` bpiqt x,
where apiqt and b
piq
t are non-negative constants depending on
the specific sort of producer. For instance, if the considered
commodity is the electrical power and the considered producer
is a steam turbine unit, the constants apiqt and b
piq
t depend
on the current fuel price, changing over time, and on the
maintenance price, including labor price [21]. The first-order
information of the cost function can be given explicitly as
∇ftpxq “ papiqt x ` bpiqt qi. In reality, one usually has only a
disturbed observation of the prices apiqt and b
piq
t . For instance,
considered the previous instance, the disturbance is due to the
uncertainty of the estimate of the current fuel cost. We model
this fact by defining the noisy feedback as follows:
vˆ
piq
t “ papiqt ` ξ˜piq,1t`1 qXt ` bpiqt ` ξ˜piq,2t`1 ,
where pξ˜piq,1t qt and pξ˜piq,2t qt are martingale w.r.t. a filtration
containing the history of pXtqt. It holds: Etrξ˜t`1Xts “
Etrξ˜t`1sXt “ 0 and thus by defining ξpiqt`1 “ ξ˜piq,1t`1 Xt`ξ˜piq,2t`1 it
follows that vˆt “ ∇ftpXtq` ξt`1, where pξtq is a martingale.
This formulation of vˆt coincides with the model described in
Subsection II-C.
Example 2 (Trajectory Tracking): Consider a dynamical
system:
Xt`1 “ AXt `BUt,
where Xt is the location of a robot and Ut is the control action.
Let Yt be the location of the target at time slot t. The objective
of trajectory tracking at time slot t is to choose a control
action Ut s.t. the tracking error ftpXtq “ }Xt ´ Yt}22{2 and
the smoothness measure pβ{2q}Xt´Xt´1}22, where β ą 0, is
minimized. Possible constraint which one may consider is the
energy constraint }ut}22 ď u2,max and extremum control value
constraints umin ď upiqt ď umax. Considering a time horizon
T we may solve for a given initial states x0, the following
online problem:
min
putqTt“1
Tÿ
t“1
}Axt `But ´ yt`1}22 ` β2 }pA´ Iqxt `But}22
s.t.
Dÿ
i“1
pupiqt q2 ď umax,2
u
piq
min ď upiqt ď upiqmax i P rDs.
(4)
Defining the loss function as:
ftpuq “ }Axt `Bu´ yt`1}22 ` β2 }pA´ Iqxt `Bu}22,
we obtain that the loss feedback is given by:
∇ftpuq “ 2BTpAxt´yt`1q`p2`βqBTBu`β
“
BTpA´ Iqxt
‰
.
A possible source of disturbance in the gradient feedback is
the location yt`1 of the target at time t ` 1. One may also
consider the sparsity constraint }ut}1 ď u1,max instead of/in
addition to the energy constraint.
E. Performance measure and Our Goal
In this work, we use the following performance measure,
called dynamic regret (see [1]), which is defined for a sequence
of decisions X1, . . . , Xt of the online learner as follows:
Regdt :“
tÿ
τ“1
pfτ pXτ q ´ fτ pxτ˚ qq (Dynamic Regret),
where our benchmark is the sequence of the best dynamic
solution xt˚ :“ pxτ˚ qτPrts with:
xτ˚ P arg min
xPX
fτ pxq s.t. gτ pxq ď 0, @τ P rts.
Throughout this work, we assume that the following regularity
condition on the cost function holds:
Assumption 1: ‚ fτ is convex and subdifferentiable of X .
‚ For each τ P rts and for all x P X , we have a fix choice of
subgradient ∇fτ pxq such that supxPX }∇fτ pxq}˚ ă 8.
In general Regdt can be negative. This case occurs if for
some τ P rts, Xτ is not feasible w.r.t. to the constraint gτ pxq ď
0. However, we have the following lower bound by the mean
value Theorem:
Regdt ě ´
tÿ
τ“1
sup
Xτ
}∇fτ }˚}xτ ´ xτ˚ } ě ´DX
tÿ
τ“1
Lτ , (5)
where Lτ ą 0 is a constant fulfilling:
}∇fτ }˚ ď Lτ .
Related to the dynamic regret, is the following performance
measure called dynamic gap defined for xt :“ pxτ qτPrts Ă X
as follows:
Gapdt pxtq :“
tÿ
τ“1
xXτ ´ xτ ,∇fτ pXτ qy,
which we often use in our analysis. The reason is that besides:
Gapdt pxt˚ q ě Regdt , (6)
which follows from the convexity of fτ , for all τ P rT s,
the gradients which constitute the building blocks of PDOGA
appears in its formulation.
Performance measure for the feasibility of the learner deci-
sion respective to the constraint gτ pxq ď 0, τ P rts, which we
use in this work is the following:
h-CFitrt :“
tÿ
τ“1
hpgrpXtqq.
We assume that the following regularity condition on h-CFit:
Assumption 2: ‚ For all r P rN s, gprqt is convex and (sub-
)differentiable on Xt.
‚ h is monotonically increasing and sub-differentiable on
R.
III. ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this section, we provide a novel algorithm which we call
generalized online mirror saddle-point (GOMSP) whose aim
is to generate online decisions minimizing the performance
measures introduced in Subsection II-E. For convenience, we
provide a summary of our finding in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Generalized Online Mirror Saddle-Point
(GOMSP) Method
Input: Time horizon T P N, learning rate γ ą 0, price
sensitivity β ą 0, regularization constant α ą 0.
Input: Initial score Y1 P RD, - primal iterate X1 “ ΦpY1q, -
dual variable Λ1 P RRě0
for t “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , T do
Observe the noisy first-order feedback
vˆt :“ ∇ftpXtq ` ξt`1
for r “ 1, . . . , R do
Query the first-order h-load feedback ∇ph ˝ grt qpXtq
end for
Update the score vector as in (7)
Update the dual variable:
Λt`1 “ ΠRRě0 rp1´ αγqΛt ` γhpgtpXtqqs
Update primal variable as in (8):
end for
A. Primal Variable Update - Mirror Descent
The basis of the primal update of GOMSP is the score vector
which is generated from the actual noisy first-order objective
- and constraint feedback by the following rule:
Yt`1 “ Yt ´ γ
˜
vˆt `
Nÿ
r“1
”
∇ph ˝ gprqt qpXtq
ı
Λ
prq
t
¸
. (7)
The variable Λprqt is a Lagrange variable that corresponds to
the r-th constraint, whose update rule will be specified later.
To realize the primal update Xt`1 from the score vector
Yt`1 at the time slot t ` 1, we use the so-called mirror map
defined in the following:
Definition 1 (Regularizer and Mirror Map): Let X be a
compact convex subset of a Euclidean normed space pRD, }¨}q,
and K ą 0. We say ψ : X Ñ R is a K-strongly convex regu-
larizer (or also penalty function) on X , if ψ is continuous and
K-strongly convex on Z . The mirror map Φ : pRD, }¨}˚q Ñ X
induced by ψ is defined by:
Φpyq :“ arg max
xPZ
txy, xy ´ ψpxqu
Clearly, the mirror map is a generalization of the usual
Euclidean projection. An interesting example of mirror maps
is the so-called logit choice Φpyq “ exppyq{řDl“1 exppylq
which is generated by the 1-strongly convex regularizer
ψpxq “ řDk“1 xk log xk on the probability simplex ∆ ĂpRD, } ¨ }1q. Other instance of mirror map worth to mentions
is ΦpY q “ exppY q{p1` } exppY q}1q which is defined on the
set X of positive semidefinite matrices X having the nuclear
norm }X}1 :“ trp|X|q ď 1. The von-Neumann entropy
ψpXq “ trpX logXq ` p1 ´ trXq logp1 ´ trXq is a p1{2q-
strongly convex regularizer on Z [22] (for derivation see e.g.
[23]).
Having introduced the notion of the mirror map, we can
define the primal update rule given a score vector Yt`1 and a
regularizer ψ as follows:
Xt`1 “ ΦpYt`1q. (8)
In case that the chosen regularizer is the Euclidean norm, one
can write:
Xt`1 “ ΠX
«
Xt ´ γ
˜
vˆt `
Nÿ
r“1
”
∇ph ˝ gprqt qpXtq
ı
Λ
prq
t
¸ff
,
which is the update rule for the projected noisy gradient
descent related to the online Lagrangian:
Ltpx, λq “ ftpxq ` λThpgtpxqqq, x P X , λ P RNě0. (9)
This Lagrangian corresponds to the optimization problem:
min
xPX ftpxq s.t. hpgtpxqq ď 0.
This observation explains our motivation for defining the pri-
mal update as in (7) and (8) in case the underlying projection
operator is Euclidean.
The reason to use a ”projection” mapping, which is in our
case the mirror map, more general than Euclidean projection is
that it yields a versatile method for the online decision-making
process. The mirror map allows us to adapt the first-order
penalized iterative method to the geometry of the underlying
feasible set of the decision problem and to leverage from the
weaker dimension dependency of the algorithm performance.
This effect has been recognized earlier in connection with the
simple gradient descent method [24], [25]: Using the logit
choice instead of Euclidean projection for realizing iterative
simple first-order descent method for convex optimization
problem on simplex yields a convergence guarantee which
depends logarithmically on the - instead of the square root of
the underlying dimension. Moreover, using a mirror map other
than the Euclidean projection might yield a better dimension
dependency of the noise term in the resulted bound since the
noise influence is no longer measured by the Euclidean norm.
Another factor that is variable in the update rule of GOMSP
is the function h. In this regard, we provide for the convenience
of the reader a particular form of (7) in the following:
Example 3: The function h which we mainly have in mind
is hp¨q “ r¨sp`. By choosing the subgradient as follows:
∇ph˝grt qpxq “
#
p pgrt pxqqp´1∇gprqt pxq if gprqt pxq ě 0
0 else,
we may write:
Yt`1 “ Yt ´ γ
˜
vˆt ` p
ÿ
rPAt
pgrt pXtqqp´1∇grt pXtqΛprqt
¸
,
where At “ tr P rRs : grt pxq ą 0u denotes the set of active
constraints at time t.
B. Dual variable update
The primary role of the dual variable Λt is to provide the
primal variable information about the actual amount of the
constraint violation. One might draw the analogy between this
variable and the prices in markets whose role is to signal the
participants to what extent the corresponding resources are
scarce. In particular, Λt has to reflect the actual constraint
violation state. Besides, another crucial requirement for the
dual variable is that it does not grow unboundedly. Otherwise,
the constraint term in the primal update overthrow the cost part
and consequently the primal update concentrates on reducing
the amount of violation rather than minimizing the regret.
In hindsight of those aspects, we give the update rule the
dual variable of GOMSP as follows:
Λt`1 “ ΠRRě0 rp1´ αγqΛt ` γhpgtpXtqqs . (10)
In case that α “ 0, (10) turn to the simple dual gradient ascent
corresponds to the Lagrangian (9). The idea behind adding
the regularization term αγΛt is to reduce the growth of the
dual variable by decaying the influence of previous constraint
states: To see this, notice that if h ě 0, we can omit the
projection operator in the expression (10). Consequently:
Λt`1 “ p1´ αγqtΛ1 ` γ
tÿ
τ“1
p1´ αγqτ´thpgτ pXτ qq.
If Λ1 “ 0, we have:
Λt`1 “ γ
tÿ
τ“1
p1´ αγqt´τhpgτ pXτ qq.
Thus the influence of the τ -th constraint function term to
the dual variable at time t ` 1 decays with expp´τaq where
a “ ´ lnp1 ´ αγq. This can be advantageous in the online
environment since gτ for different time-slots (with large dis-
tance) not necessarily correlate.
Another reason for defining (10) is that the resulted dual
dynamic gives rise about the cumulative constraint state in the
following sense:
Lemma 1 (From Dual Dynamic to Constraint Violation):
Suppose that Λ1 “ 0. It holds:
h-CFitrt ď }Λt`1}2γ ` α
tÿ
τ“1
}Λτ }2
Proof: By (10), we have Λrτ`1 ě Λrτ ` γhpgrτ pXτ qq´αγΛrτ .
So summing, telescoping, and the assumption Λ1 “ 0 give:
γ
tÿ
τ“1
hpgrτ pXτ qq ď Λrt`1 ` αγ
tÿ
τ“1
Λrτ (11)
By the fact that Λrt ě 0, it holds Λrt ď }Λt}2. Finally, the
latter and (11) give the desired inequality.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To analyze the performance of the algorithm, we leverage
from Lyapunov-type argumentation. In doing that, we use as
energy functions both, the distance between the iterate Yt of
the algorithm and the current constraint minimizer of the cost
function and the norm of the dual variable.
This sort of Lyapunov function is standard [1] besides the
fact that we use the Fenchel coupling as the primal iterate
distance function defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Fenchel Coupling): Let ψ : X Ñ R be a
penalty function on a compact convex subset X of a Euclidean
normed space pRD, } ¨ }q. The Fenchel coupling induced by ψ
is defined as F : X ˆ pRD, } ¨ }˚q Ñ Rě0 given by:
F px, yq :“ ψpxq ` ψ˚pyq ´ xy, xy
As the Lyapunov function, we use specifically:
Etpxq “ F px, Ytqlooomooon
“:E1t pxq
` }Λt}22lomon
“:E2t
.
To analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm, we
give in the following an upper bound for the primal dynamic
and dual dynamic.
A. Lyapunov Analysis
Primal Dynamic: For convenience, we rewrite (7) as:
Yt`1 “ Yt ´ γ
´
vˆt ´ r∇ph ˝ gtqpXtqsT Λt
¯
,
where:
r∇ph ˝ gtqpXtqsT “
“∇ph ˝ g1t qpXtq, . . . ,∇ph ˝ gRt qpXtq‰
The following result gives the upper bound of the one-step
difference ∆E1t pxq :“ E1t`1pxq ´ E1t pxq:
Lemma 2: For any x P X :
∆E1t pxq ď ´ γxXt ´ x,∇ftpXtqy
´ γxXt ´ x, r∇ph ˝ gtqpXtqsTΛty
` γξ˜t`1 ` γ
2C21,ψ
K }Λt}22 ` 2γ
2
K pC22,ψ ` }ξt`1}2˚q,
where C1,ψ, C2,ψ , are the smallest constants C1, C2 ą 0
satisfying for all λ P RRě0 and x P X :
}r∇ph ˝ gtqpxqsTλ}˚ ď C1}λ}2 }∇ftpxq}˚ ď C2
Dual Dynamic: The expression given in Lemma 2 pos-
sesses a dependency on the dual variable Λt. So to continue,
it stands clear to analyze the dynamic of this variable. Toward
this direction, we have the following result on the drift of the
Lagrangian:
Lemma 3: For x˜ P Qτ :
∆Ep2qτ ďγxr∇ph ˝ gτ qpXτ qsT Λτ , Xτ ´ x˜y
´ pαγ ´ α2γ2q}Λτ }22 ` γ2C23 ,
where C3 ą 0 is a constant satisfying:
}hpgpxqq}2 ď C3, @x P X . (12)
For ease of the readibility, we provide the proof of this Lemma
in Appendix A.
Primal-Dual Dynamic: By combining previous auxiliary
statements on the dynamic of the primal - and dual variable,
we obtain the following result:
Theorem 4: Suppose that:
α´ γpα2 ´ C21K q ě 0 (13)
For xt :“ pxτ qτPrts Ă X with xτ P Qτ for all τ P rts:
Gapdt pxtq ` }Λt`1}
2
2
2γ ď ´Vtpxtqγ
` }Λ1}222γ ` tγC2ψ ` Stpxtq ` 2γK Rt,
where:
Stputq “
tÿ
τ“1
ξ˜τ`1puτ q, Rt “
tÿ
τ“1
}ξτ`1}2˚,
V1t pxtq :“
tÿ
τ“1
∆E1τ pxτ q, C2ψ :“ 2C
2
2,ψ
K ` C23,ψ,
Proof: From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we obtain for any x˜ P
Qt:
∆E1t px˜q `∆E2t
ď ´γxXt ´ x˜,∇ftpXtqy ` γξ˜t`1 ` 2γ2K pC22 ` }ξt`1}2˚q
´γpα´ γα2 ´ γC21K q}Λt}22looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
“:e1
`γ2C23 .
The condition (13) help us to get rid of the expression e1,
which involves the dual variable. By summing the resulted
inequality and since 2
řt
τ“1 ∆E2t “ }Λt`1}22 ´ }Λ1}22, we
obtain the desired statement.
By the relation (6), Gapdt pxt˚ q gives rise to the dynamic regret.
Moreover, Lemma 1 asserts that the Lagrangian variable
contains the information about the cumulation of the constraint
violation. Thus we come closer to achieving the objective of
providing performance guarantee for the proposed algorithm.
As usual, the terms St and Rt due to objective feedback noise
can be handled by taking the expectation. So, the only term
at which a closer look should be taken is V1t pxt˚ q.
Lower bound for Primal Energy Function: In case that
that the environment is not adversary, i.e., fτ remains for all
τ P rts the same, it holds by telescoping:
V1t pxt˚ q “ F px˚, Yt`1q ´ F px˚, Y1q ě ´F px˚, Y1q,
where x˚ denotes the constrained minimizer of fτ . What we
may do in the adversary case is to interpolate V1t pxt˚ q by the
cumulative difference of the benchmark sequence xt. In order
to execute this procedure, we assume the following:
Assumption 3: The regularizer is nowhere steep in the sense
that ψ is differentiable on X .
Before we proceed, we first discuss this assumption in the
following:
Remark 1: Suppose that X “
!
x P RDě0 :
řD
i“1 xi ď B
)
for a fixed constant B ą 0. The Euclidean norm seen as a
regularizer on X is clearly nowhere steep. In contrast to the
Euclidean norm, the entropy function ψpxq “ řDi“1 xi lnpxiq
as a regularizer is not nowhere steep since the gradient of ψ
grows unboundedly as the argument goes to the element of X
which possesses zero coordinates. However, we may instead
use the smoothed entropy ψpxq “ ψpx ` q where  ą 0
is a chosen constant. As we will discuss later This procedure
does not have any significant impact on the dynamic of our
algorithm.
We first show that is the regularizer is nowhere steep then
the Fenchel coupling is Lipschitz in the first argument:
Lemma 5: Suppose that ψ is nowhere steep. Then for all
x1, x2 P X and y P RD :
|Fψpx1, yq ´ Fψpx2, yq| ď 2Lψ}x1 ´ x2},
where Lψ ą 0 is given by:
Lψ :“ sup
xPX
}∇ψpxq}˚. (14)
Proof: By definition of F and the triangle inequality, we have:
|F px1, yq ´ F px2, yq| ď |ψpx1q ´ ψpx2q| ` |xy, x1 ´ x2y|
Mean value Theorem and the nowhere-steepness of ψ asserts:
|ψpx1q ´ ψpx2q| ď Lψ}x1 ´ x2}.
Now, since ψ is nowhere steep, it follows from Proposition
13 that Φ is surjective. So we can find a x P X s.t. x “ Φpyq
and thus (again by Proposition 13) y “ ∇ψpxq. Consequently
we have by Ho¨lder inequality:
|xy, x1 ´ x2y| ď }∇ψpxq}˚}x1 ´ x2} ď Lψ}x1 ´ x2}.
We are now ready to give a lower bound for V1t :
Lemma 6: Suppose that ψ is nowhere steep. It holds:
Vp1qt pxtq ě ´F px1, Y1q ´ LψVψpxt`1q,
where Lψ is given in (14):
Vψpxt`1q :“
tÿ
τ“1
}xτ˚`1 ´ xτ˚ }
Proof: Applying Lemma 5, we obtain:
∆Ep1qτ pxτ q “ F pxτ , Yτ`1q ´ F pxτ , Yτ q
“ F pxτ`1, Yτ`1q ´ F pxτ , Yτ q
` F pxτ , Yτ`1q ´ F pxτ`1, Yτ`1q
ě F pxτ`1, Yτ`1q ´ F pxτ , Yτ q ´ Lψ}xτ`1 ´ xτ }
Thus summing over τ P rts:
Vp1qt pxt`1q ě F pxt`1, Yt`1q ´ F px1, Y1q ´ LψVtpxt`1q
ě ´F px1, Y1q ´ LψVtpxt`1q
B. Dynamic Regret bound
Theorem 7: Suppose that ψ is nowhere steep and that (13)
is fulfilled. For ut :“ puτ qτPrts Ă X with uτ P Qτ for all
τ P rts:
ErGapdt pxtqs ď F px1,Y1qγ ` Lψ Vpxtqγ ` }Λ1}
2
2
2γ ` tγC2ψ
` 2γK
tÿ
τ“1
σ2t`1,
where:
C2ψ :“ 2C
2
2,ψ
K ` C23,ψ,
and:
Er}ξτ }2˚s ď σ2τ .
Proof: First notice that }Λt}2 ě 0. Combining this with (13),
it holds:
Gapdt pxtq ď F px
˚
1 ,Y1q
γ ` LψVtγ ` }Λ1}
2
2
2γ ` γtC2ψ
` Stpxtq ` 2γK Rt.
(15)
Now, one can check that Stpxtq, t P N is a martingale.
Consequently ErStpxtqs “ ErxX1 ´ x1, ξ2ys “ ErxX1 ´
x1,Erξ2|F1sys “ 0. So taking the expectation over (15), we
obtain the desired statement.
Corollary 8: Suppose that the requirements of Theorem 7 are
fulfilled and suppose that in addition Y1 “ 0 and Λ0 “ 0.
Moreover suppose that the noise is persistent in the sense that
there exists σ ą 0 s.t. Er}ξτ }2˚s ď σ2 for all τ . With:
γ “ ΘpT´1{2q,
it holds:
ErRegdt s ď rDpX , ψq ` LψVtsOp
?
T q`pC2ψ`σ
2
K qtOpT´1{2q
where:
DpX , ψq “ sup
xPX
ψpxq ´ inf
xPX ψpxq C
2
ψ “ C22,ψ ` C23,ψ
Proof: By the relation (6), it follows that the upper bound for
the gap given By the assumption Y1 “ 0, it holds:
F px1, Y1q “ ψpx1q ´ ψ˚p0q “ ψpx1q ´ inf
xPX ψpxq ď DpX , ψq
Previous observations and the assumption Λ1 “ 0 and the
asummption that the noise is persistent yields:
ErRegdt s ď DpX ,ψq`LψVtγ `
´
C2ψ ` 2σ
2
K
¯
tγ,
So from above result, we have that ErRegdT s is of order
Opp1 ` Vt ` σq
?
T q in case that the online environment
changes slowly in the sense that VT ď OpT pq where p ă 1{2,
the expected regret is sublinear.
C. Constraint Violation Analysis
Requirements:
}∇ftpxq}˚ ď Lf , @x P X , t (16)č
τPrts
Qτ ‰ H.
(16) asserts that for x P X :
´xXt ´ x,∇ftpXtqy ď }Xt ´ x}}BftpXtq}˚ ď DXLf
Theorem 9: For any x˜ P ŞτPrts tgτ ď 0u, it holds:
Er}Λt`1}22s
2 ď γtDXLf ` F px˜, Y1q ` }Λ1}
2
2
2 ` tγ2C2ψ
` 2γ2
řt
τ“1 σ
2
τ`1
K
Proof: We have for any xt Ă X :
´Gapdt pxtq “ ´
tÿ
τ“1
xXτ ´ xτ ,∇fτ pXτ qy ď tDXLf ,
and for xt Ă X with xτ “ x˜ P X for all τ :
V1t pxtq “ F px˜, Yt`1q ´ F px˜, Y1q ě ´F px˜, Y1q
Combining this with Theorem 4, it holds for xt Ă X with
xτ “ x˜ P Şτ Qτ for all τ :
Er}Λt`1}22s
2 ď ´γErGapdt pxtqs ` F px˜, Y1q
` }Λ1}222 ` tγ2C2ψ ` 2γ
2 řt
τ“1 σ
2
τ`1
K ,
ď γtDXLf ` F px˜, Y1q
` }Λ1}222 ` tγ2C2ψ ` 2γ
2 řt
τ“1 σ
2
τ`1
K
Corollary 10: Suppose that Y1 “ 0 and Λ1 “ 0. For γ “
ΘpT´1{2q and α “ ΘpT´1{2q fulfilling (13), It holds:
h-CFitrt ď
a
DpX , ψqOpT 1{2q `aDXLfOpT 3{4q
` pC2ψ ` 2σ
2
K q1{2OpT 1{2q
Proof: By the assumption Y1 “ 0, we have F px˜, Y1q ě
DpX , ψq. So, it holds:
Er}Λt`1}22s
2 ďDXLf tOpT´1{2q `DpX , ψq
` pC2 ` 2σ2K qtOpT´1q
Consequently by Jensen’s inequality:
Er}Λt`1}2s ď
a
DpX , ψq `aDXLf t1{2OpT´1{4q
` pC2ψ ` 2σ
2
K q1{2t1{2OpT´1{2q.
Consequently:
Er}Λt`1}2s
γ ď
a
DXLf t1{2OpT 1{4q `
a
DpX , ψqOpT 1{2q
` pC2ψ ` 2σ
2
K q1{2t1{2Op1q
Now, we have:
α
tÿ
τ“1
Er}Λτ }2s ď
a
DpX , ψqtOpT´1{2q
`aDXLfOpt3{2qOpT´3{4q
` pC2ψ ` 2σ
2
K q1{2Opt3{2qOpT´1q.
Consequently:
h-CFitrt ď
a
DpX , ψq
”
Op?T q ` tOpT´1{2q
ı
`aDXLf ”?tOpT 1{4q `Opt3{2qOpT´3{4qı
` pC2ψ ` 2σ
2
K q1{2
´?
tOp1q `Opt3{2qOpT´1q
¯
Since t ď T , the result follows.
V. DISCUSSIONS ON THE PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS
This section aims to show the possibility of improving
GOMSP by adapting the mirror map to the underlying feasible
set. To this end, we compare the constants arising in the
performance guarantees given in the previous section, both
if the Euclidean norm -, and if the smoothed entropy serves
as the regularizer. Throughout this section, we consider the
constraint set:
X “
#
x P RDě0 :
Dÿ
i“1
xi ď B
+
, B ě 1
a) DpX , ψq and DψX : To compute DpX , ψent q, notice
first that ψ is strictly convex and therefore the mini-
mizer of this function is an extreme point of X . Conse-
quently, we have for  ď 1, maxxPX ψent pxq “ B lnpBq.
Now, by KKT-argumentations, it yields for  ě e´1,
minxPX ψent pxq “ ´D lnpq. Combining both observations,
we have DpX , ψent q “ B lnpBq ` D lnpq. In contrast, we
have DpX , } ¨ }22{2q “ B2. So, using the smoothed entropy
yields better dependency of DpX , ψq on B (B lnpBq vs. B2).
However, DpX , ψq has a linear dependency on the D which
one fortunately can offset by choosing  P re´1, 1q large
enough. The constant DψX is irrelevant for our consideration,
since it is equal B for both choices of ψ.
b) Lψ and Sensitivity to Variation: Elementary compu-
tation yields Lψent “ max t|1` lnpq| , |1` lnpB ` q|u. If
 P re´1, 1s, this quantity simplifies to Lψent “ 1`lnpB`q. In
contrast, we have L}¨}2 “ B. We see that choosing ψ “ ψent
instead of ψ “ } ¨ }22{2 might yields an improvement of
the dependency of Lψ on B (lnpBq vs. B) and therefore
an improvement of the dependency of the GOMSP’s regret
performance on the variation. However, as a different choice of
mirror map leads to a different norm measuring the variation,
caution is required to this regard: With the choice ψ “ ψent we
measure the variation by means of }¨}1, and with the Euclidean
norm as regularizer, we measure the variation by means of
} ¨ }2 which is in general smaller than } ¨ }1 (by at worst the
factor
?
D). The discussion in this paragraph is irrelevant for
the h-CFit guarantee given in the previous section, since it is
independent of the path variation.
c) Constants related to loss function and penalty func-
tion: Clearly, C3,ψ is equal in both choices of the regularizer.
Since } ¨ }8 ď } ¨ }2, C1,ψent might be smaller than C1,}¨}22{2.
Similar argumentation yields that C1,ψent might be smaller
C1,}¨}22{2.
d) Strong Convexity and Noise: It is immediate to see
that K}¨}2 “ 1. Moreover, by Proposition 13, we have Kψ “
1
B . So in case B ą 1, GOMSP with ψent as the regularizer
might suffer more from noise amplification than GOMSP with
the Euclidean norm as regularizer. Our advice concerning this
issue is to normalize as far as possible the problem such that
the restated problem has B “ 1. Regarding the power σψ of
the persistent noise itself, we can leverage from choosing the
smoothed entropy over the Euclidean norm as the regularizer
of GOMSP. To see this, consider, for instance, an i.i.d. noise
pξtqt where the coordinates of ξt are independent standard
Gaussian random variables. It holds that σ2}¨}22{2 is of order D.
In contrast, σ2ψent is of order lnpDq which is better.
VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In order to verify our theoretical findings, we test GOMSP
and present in this section the result of our simulations. We
first begin by stating the setting in our experiment.
A. Online Problem Setting
We test our method on a special case of the problem setting
stated in Example 1 with 20 generators (D “ 20) and 10
constraints (R “ 10) described in the following:
a) Feasible Set: We consider the feasible set X “!
x P RD : řDi“1 xi ď B) with B “ 1. The reason for choos-
ing B “ 1 is to prevent possible noise amplification by using
a regularizer other than the Euclidean norm (see paragraph
dq in Section V). For other setting where B ‰ 1 one may
reformulate the online problem such that the resulted feasible
set has B “ 1.
b) Loss Function: We consider the quadratic cost func-
tion cpiqt pxpiqq “ apiqt pxpiqq2 ` bpiqt xpiq, where apiqt “
0.5 sinppit{50q ` 5 ` a˜t, with pa˜tq is an i.i.d. random se-
quence uniformly distributed in the interval r0, 0.5s, and where
b
piq
t “ 0.5 sinppit{100q ` 6 ` b˜t, where pb˜tq is an i.i.d.
random sequence uniformly distributed in the interval r0, 0.2s.
We set the demand service constant to be ξ “ 20. Our
model for the time-varying non-stationary demand is given
as dt “ 0.1 cosppit{125q ` 0.7 ` d˜t, where pd˜tq is an i.i.d.
random sequence uniformly distributed in the interval r0, 0.2s.
c) Constraints: The constraints are described by the
quadratic functions EiÑjt pxpiqq “ ciÑjpxpiqq2 ` eiÑjxpiq
where ciÑj and eiÑj are independent uniformly distributed
random variable on the unit interval. We assume that the
constraint thresholds are time-variant and non-stationary of the
form Emax,jt “ 0.05 cosppit{50q ` 0.2 ` e˜t, where pd˜tq is an
i.i.d. random sequence uniformly distributed in the interval
r0, 1s.
B. Algorithm setting and Benchmarks
All the method which we apply to the online learning
problem receives a warm start of the amount of 40 time-
slots. Subsequently, we run the algorithms for T “ 500.
We test GOMSP on the online learning problem describe
previously with both the smoothed entropy with  “ 0.5 and
Euclidean norm as a regularizer, where we set the step size
to be γ “ 0.1{?T and the regularization parameter to be
α “ 15γ. As choices of h we consider h “ r¨s` and h “ r¨s2`.
a) Noisy Feedback: To model the disturbance of the
gradient feedback, we assume that learner can only observe the
cost coefficients papiqt qi and pbpiqt qi at time t up to a Gaussian
random disturbance. Specifically, we assume at time t that
the learner sees paˆitqi and pbˆitqi, where aˆpiqt “ apiqt ` ξ˜piq,1t`1
and bˆpiqt “ apiqt ` ξ˜piq,2t`1 , with pξ˜piq,1t qi,t (resp. pξ˜piq,2t qi,t) is
the sequence of i.i.d. mean zero Gaussian random variable
with standard deviation σa ą 0 (σb ą 0). Throughout our
simulation, we set σa “ 0.2 and σb “ 1.
b) MOSP: We compare GOMSP with the modified on-
line saddle-point (MOSP) introduced in [6] with fixed primal
and dual step size equal to γ P t0.1, 0.07, 0.05u {?T . In
contrast to the works [6], [11], we simulate MOSP with
imperfect gradient feedback with the noise structure described
in the previous paragraph.
c) ODG: Furthermore, we also compare GOMSP with
the stochastic dual gradient (SDG) method (see e.g., [6], [26],
[27]), which we modify as follows:
Xt`1 P arg min
xPX
fˆtpxq ` xΛt, gtpxqy
Λt`1 “ rΛt ` γgtpXtqs`,
where fˆt is the loss function with perturbed coefficients as
described in Paragraph aq. This modification is for the sake
of fairness in the comparison since the original SDG method
requires non-causal knowledge and does not consider the
possibilities of disturbance in the feedback.
C. Simulation Result
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Fig. 1. Time-average Dynamic Regret (TADR) for GOSMP and benchmarks
ODP and MOSP with perturbed cost σa “ 0.2 and σb “ 1.
a) Clipped Constraint Violation: At first, we evaluate
the Time average clipped constraint violation (TACCV) of the
different methods given by:řt
t“1
řR
r“1rgrt pXtqs`
tR .
We see that in case the step sizes of the methods coincide
(γ “ 0.1), GOMSP with smoothed entropy as the regularizer,
independent of the choice of h, clearly outperform ODG
and MOSP. However, we see that h “ r¨s2` yields the best
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Fig. 2. Time-average clipped constraint violation (TACCV) for GOSMP and
benchmarks ODP and MOSP with perturbed costs. For legend see Fig. 1.
performance. Moreover, even by reducing the step sizes of
ODG and MOSP to γ “ 0.07{?T and γ “ 0.05{?T the
corresponding TACCV is still higher than that of GOMSP.
b) Dynamic Regret: Now we examine the dynamic regret
of the methods averaged over time (TADR). We provide the
plot of this quantity in Fig. 1. Our method clearly outperform
ODG w.r.t. to the performance measure TADR in the case
where the step sizes of MOSP and its benchmarks coincide
(γ “ 0.1{?T ). However, running MOSP with smaller step
size (γ “ 0.05{?T ) it outperforms GOMSP with h “ r¨st.
This occurence can however be changed by choosing h “
r¨s2` since GOMSP possesses in this case the lowest and even
negative dynamic regret.
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Fig. 3. Time-average Queue Length (TAQL) for GOSMP and benchmarks
ODP and MOSP with perturbed cost σa “ 0.2 and σb “ 1. For legend see
Fig. 1.
c) Queue Length: In our experiment, we also examine
the queue length pQtqt of GOMSP and its benchmarks, which
is given by
Qrt`1 “ rQrt ` grt pXtqs`,
with Qr0 “ 0. This quantity is relevant for applications where
the current constraint violation can be compensated by previ-
ous actions that are strictly constraint fulfilling, which occurs
in systems having the ability to buffer (see e.g. [6]). Clearly,
small TACCV does not imply small queue length since the
former implies that the constraint violations remain small and
the latter allows some substantial constraint violations of cost
constraint values strictly smaller than the allowed threshold.
We plot the time-average queue length (TAQL)
řR
r“1Qrt {tR
in Figure 3. We see that MOSP with γ “ 0.1{?T yields the
lowest queue length. However, by observing its trajectory, this
performance is caused by the fact that the update of MOSP
highly and rapidly oscillates between states which strictly
fulfilling the constraint and states violating the constraints.
Such a behavior is not tolerable in technical applications
since it might incur an additional switching cost (see e.g.
[28]). Furthermore it is surprising in the face of the previous
discussion on the difference between TACCVC and TAQL
that ignoring the MOSP with γ “ 0.1{?T , it is possible that
GOMSP may have the smallest TAQL.
Fig. 4. TADR for GOSMP. Brown line corresponds to the sample average
of TACCV in the smoothed entropy ( “ 0.5) case and red line resp. in the
Euclidean case. Shaded areas are each corresponds to 25%-, 50%-, 75%-,
and 90%-percentile.
d) Impact of Mirror Map Choice: At last, we are inter-
ested in investigating to what extent does the choice of the
mirror map impacts the performance of GOSMP. Toward this
end, we perform GOSMP with Euclidean projection and the
smoothed entropy with  “ 0.5 as regularizers. In both cases,
we choose γ “ 0.1{?T , α “ 0.1{?T , and h “ r¨s`. We
simulate both instances of GOSMP with 200 gradient noise
samples. Figure 4 depicts the dynamic regret of our simulation.
There the thick line corresponds to the sample average of the
trajectories, and the shaded line specifies the area where 25%,
50%, 75%, and 90% of the samples are. A clear trend which
we can observe is that the TADR of GOSMP with smoothed
entropy as regularizer is significantly lower than the TADR of
Fig. 5. TACCVC for GOSMP. Brown line corresponds to the sample average
of TACCVC in the smoothed entropy ( “ 0.5) case and red line resp. in the
Euclidean case. Shaded areas are each corresponds to 25%-, 50%-, 75%-,
and 90%-percentile.
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Fig. 6. Standard Deviation of GOSMP
GOSMP with Euclidean projection as regularizer. We believe
that this effect aligns with the discussion made in paragraph cq
in Section V. Moreover we observe that the TADR of GOSMP
with smoothed entropy as regularizer is more volatile than
that of GOSMP with Euclidean projection as regularizer. This
observations confirms the hypothesis that using a mirror map
other than the Euclidean one results in more robust algorithm
behavior. We also observe similar trends in the resource-aware
behavior of GOSMP (see Figure 5 and 6). However, the effect
of noise reduction is less pronounced comparing to that of
TADR.
APPENDIX
A. Missing Proofs in Section IV
The proof of Lemma 2 is straightforward following [1]:
Proof (Proof of Lemma 2): By inserting the primal iterate of
the GOMSP into the bound given in Proposition 14, by using
triangle inequality, by the inequality přKi“1 aiq2 ď KřKi“1 a2i ,
it is straightforward to obtain:
∆E1t pxq ď ´γxXt ´ x,∇ftpXtq ` r∇ph ˝ gtqpXtqsTΛty
` γξ˜t`1 ` 1
K
`
γ2C21}Λk}22 ` 2γ2pC22 ` }ξt`1}2˚q
˘
Our aim now is to proof Lemma 3. It is an immediate
consequence of the following auxiliary statements:
Lemma 11: It holds:
∆E2t ď γxΛt, hpgtpXtqqy ´ pαγ ´ α2γ2q}Λt}22 ` γ2C23 ,
where C3 ą 0 is a constant satisfying (12).
Proof: It holds:
}Λτ`1}22 “ }ΠRRě0 rp1´ αγqΛτ ` γhpgτ pXτ qqs }22
ď }Λτ ` γhpgτ pXτ qq ´ αγΛτ }22 “ }Λτ }2
` 2 “γxΛτ , hpgτ pXτ qqy ´ αγ}Λτ }2‰` γ2}hpgτ pXτ qq ´ αΛτ }22,
where the inequality follows from the usual property of the Eu-
clidean projection operator. Triangle inequality, the inequality
pa ` bq2 ď 2a ` 2b, and (12) give }hpgτ pXτ qq ´ αΛτ }22 ď
2
`
C23 ` α2}Λτ }22
˘
. So combining all the derived inequalities,
we obtain Lemma Proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 12: Suppose that h is monotone and g is convex. Let
be τ fixed. It holds for any x˜ P Qτ :
xΛτ , hpgτ pXτ qqy ď xr∇ph ˝ gτ qpXτ qsT Λτ , Xτ ´ x˜y.
Proof: Let be x P X . Since h is monotone and gprq is convex
for all r P rRs, it follows that h ˝ gprq is convex. This and the
fact that Λτ ě 0 for all τ gives:
xΛτ , hpgpXτ qqy
ď xΛτ , hpgτ pxqqy ´ xΛτ , Bph ˝ gτ qpXτ qpx´Xτ qy
“ xΛτ , hpgτ pxqqy ` xrBph ˝ gτ qpXτ qsT Λτ , Xτ ´ xy
Since h is monotone, we have for x˜ P Qτ Ă X , hpgτ px˜qq ď 0.
Consequently since Λτ ě 0, it yields xΛτ , hpgτ px˜qqy ď 0.
Combining all the computations, we obtain the desired result.
Consequently by combining Lemmas 11 and 12 we obtain
Lemma 3.
B. Properties of Mirror Map and Fenchel coupling
The following Proposition which is a folklore in convex
analysis gives some basic properties of the mirror map:
Proposition 13: Let ψ be a K-strongly convex regularizer on
a compact convex subset Z of a Euclidean normed space V
inducing the mirror map Φ : V˚ Ñ Z , and let ψ˚ : V˚ Ñ R,
y ÞÑ maxxPZ txx, yy ´ ψpxqu be the convex conjugate of ψ.
Then:
1) x “ Φpyq if and only if y P Bψpxq. In particular
impΦq “ dompBψq Ě relintpZq.
2) ψ˚ is differentiable on V˚ and ∇ψ˚pyq “ Φpyq.
3) Φ is p1{Kq-Lipschitz continuous.
4) ψ is 1{}Z}˚-strongly convex w.r.t. } ¨ }.
Proof: For a proof of 1)-3), see e.g. Theorem 23.5 in [29]
and Theorem 12.60(b) in [30].
For the statement 4), notice that }∇ψ˚pyq}˚ “ }Φpyq}˚ ď
}Z}˚ where the inequality follows from the fact that Φ is a
mapping to Z . Therefore ψ˚ is }Z}˚-strongly smooth and
Strong/smooth duality Theorem (see e.g. Theorem 3 in [22])
asserts the desired statement.
Some useful properties of the Fenchel coupling is stated in the
following (for proof see [31]):
Proposition 14: Let F be the Fenchel coupling induced by a
K-strongly convex regularizer on a compact convex subset Z
of a Euclidean normed space V . For p P Z , y, y1 P V˚, we
have:
1) F pp, yq ě pK{2q}Φpyq ´ p}2
2) F pp, y1q ď F pp, yq`xΦpyq´p, y1´yy`p1{2Kq}y1´y}2˚
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